Gaze control ability of League of Legends players in various game situations: Perspectives from solo-ranked match
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Abstract
Previous research analyzes the superior gaze control ability of esports players in simple cognitive tasks or in full games. Therefore, it is necessary to understand the gaze control ability of esports players in various situations. We assumed that game situations that require multiple tasks had wider gaze distribution than other situations. Therefore, the current study aims to compare the gaze control ability between high- and middle-skilled “League of Legends (LoL)” players and among various game situations classified into four categories and in an unclassified situation (five in total). Eight high-skilled (top 10%) and eight middle-skilled (lower than the top 10%) LoL players were recruited for the experiment. They wore an eye tracker and were asked to play solo-rank matches in LoL games. We analyzed gaze distribution, Region of Interest (ROI), and fixation duration during the games. The results showed that high-skilled players had a wider gaze distribution and shorter fixation time regardless of the game scene than middle-skilled players. Furthermore, high-skilled players checked the ROI area more frequently than middle-skilled players, where they could see the overall flow and feedback of the game. Thus, focusing on the overall flow and feedback with wide gaze distribution is the source of high performance in LoL players. When the game situations required focusing on multiple stimulations simultaneously, wide gaze distribution was observed rather than in other situations, regardless of the skill level. Our results suggest that it is necessary to adopt the appropriate gaze control training for esports players based on the various situations in esports.
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1. Introduction
Esports consists of competitive video games with online and offline spectators [1]. With the development of the esports industry, research on esports has also increased in various fields. From the point of view of cognitive science, it is known that esports can help players gain faster reaction time and information processing skills [2, 3]. Moreover, esports experts have superior visual behavior (e.g., gaze movement) and attention skills (e.g., visual attention) [4, 5]. The gaze movement is a well-known factor for understanding the superior performance level in esports [6]. Among the many esports genres, the multiplayer online battle arena (MOBA) game is well known to require a high level of gaze control ability and cognitive functions [7, 8]. In MOBA games, players team up with other teammates to fight against opponents with complex strategies [9]. The MOBA game generates various situations, such as one-on-one matches, team fighting, and communication with other players.

League of Legends (LoL) is one of the most famous esports belonging to the MOBA game, where players team up with 5 teammates to fight against opponents. To achieve high performance in LoL, wide gaze distribution and short fixation time are important for collecting more information during gameplay [10]. Moreover, in real-time strategy (RTS) games with a similar gaming interface to MOBA games, high-skilled RTS players had wider gaze distribution with fast gaze movement than low-skilled RTS game players [4]. Information and interfaces in MOBA and RTS games are widely distributed across the entire monitor. Therefore, fast and wide gaze movement allows high-skilled RTS and MOBA game players to collect more information faster than low-skilled game players during the gameplay [4,10]. To sum up the previous studies [4,10], it is uncontroversial that high-
skilled MOBA and RTS game players have superior gaze control abilities. However, LoL game players do not always have to pay attention to all the information from the entire monitor. In a game situation when players are engaged with multiple opponents, it is important to focus on a single piece of information. When strategizing the fight, it is important to pay attention to various information for an effective battle simultaneously. Each percentage of the situation was dynamically changed throughout the game. To sum up, situations that need to focus on multiple information and single information exist at the same time in a single LoL game match.

Even though various game situations exist in LoL, the criteria for dividing the game scene for scientific research in LoL is still lacking. Furthermore, given that different game situations exist in a single LoL game match, it is necessary to reveal the situation-based gaze control abilities of LoL players. In RTS games, gaze movement training based on the game situation has been suggested [4]. Therefore, revealing the situation-based gaze ability of skilled LoL players, one of the most famous MOBA genre esports might contribute to developing a new specific training method for LoL players.

In the current study, we used solo rank games to categorize the game scene and evaluate the gaze control ability of LoL players. The rankings of participants directly change based on wins and losses matches in LoL solo rank games. This ranking system serves as an important motivational factor for esports players [11,12]. Thus, requiring participants to play a solo-ranked game is an effective approach to studying their ability in actual game situations. To sum up, using the solo rank game is suitable for investigating the gaze control ability of LoL players in various situations of actual LoL matches.

The purpose of the current study is to investigate the gaze control ability of skilled LoL players in challenging and motivating tasks adapted to various game situations using a solo rank game of LoL. The game scene was divided by the game situations in the solo rank game of LoL. According to previous research, esports players have a wide gaze distribution when performing multiple tasks simultaneously [4,10]. Therefore, we set the two hypotheses. H-1) Game situations that require multiple tasks have wider gaze distribution than not require multiple tasks. H-2) High-skilled players show wider gaze distribution than middle-skilled players in game situations that require them to perform multiple tasks simultaneously.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Eight high-skilled and eight middle-skilled LoL players were recruited for the experiment. The official rank of the high-skilled players was over than platinum rank (top 10%). Middle-skilled players were involved in bronze, silver, and gold tiers (lower than the top 10%). All participants self-reported that they had normal vision with no gaming disorder. Table 1 shows specific information about the participants. The experiment was approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee of The University of Tokyo (approval number: 872).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specific information about participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LoL rank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Equipment

The current study used a 27-inch 144 Hz refresh rate monitor for the experiment (ASUSTek Computer Inc., Taiwan) and an eye tracker (Pupil-core, Pupil-Lab, Haftungbeschänkt, Berlin, Germany). Gaze movement was recorded using Pupil-Core, open-source software for Pupil-Core (Version 3.5.7). The eye tracker had one video camera [60 Hz, 1920 x 1080 px] and two eye cameras [200 Hz, 192 x 192 px] to record the experimental environment and gaze movement, respectively. The eye tracker had 0.06° accuracy with calibration and 0.02° precision. The eye tracker used the “dark pupil” detection method to analyze gaze movement. The “dark pupil” detection method detects the edge of the pupil for estimating the location of the gaze position. The eye tracker (pupil-core) had a maximum 40-millisecond delay in processing the gaze movement data (including pupil image transport, formatting, detecting, and showing the results) [13]. Four surface markers were attached to the corners of the monitor (Figure 1) to define the monitor screen and calibrate the gaze position. With calibration, the coordinates of the participant’s gaze position were represented as a number between 0 and 1. The participants used their own mouse and keyboards for the experiment.

Figure 1: Surface markers and experimental environment. Each red box indicates the surface marker used for detecting the monitor screen and calibrating the gaze movement.
2.3. Experimental procedures

Before the experiment, participants wore the eye tracker and calibrated the gaze position using the Screen Marker Calibration method. The Screen Marker Calibration method calibrates the gaze position through five dots that appear on the screen (one center and four corners of the monitor) (Figure 2).

![Figure 2: Overall flow of the "Screen-Marker Calibration" method.](image)

When the calibration was finished, participants logged in to their own LoL account for a solo rank match. Before starting the task, we set the distance between the monitor and the head position of the participants as 100 cm. After setting the head position, we requested the participants to keep their current head position as same as possible during the task. During the experiment, participants freely played the solo rank match (called the Assignment). Solo-rank match was designed by the publisher of LoL (Riot Games, Inc., California, USA). During the solo-rank match, participants teamed up with four random players to play the match (one team with five members). When teaming up with four random players, it will be matched with players who have similar rankings to the participants by the AI matching system. Participants fought against the other opponent team players (not a bot) who had similar ranks to them.

When the match was finished, gaze movement was analyzed by open-source software for Pupil-Players (version 3.5.7). The overall flow of the experiment can be checked in Figure 3.

![Figure 3: Overall flow of the experimental procedure.](image)

2.4. The Assignment

The game scene in the Assignment was divided into four categories (Moving, Fighting, Object, and Watching) and non-divided scene (ALL; total 5 game scenes). In esports, the game scene was classified based on the game situation that commonly appeared during the gameplay [14]. Thus, we categorized the game scenes that commonly appeared during the LoL single-rank matches as previous research. During the experiment, we record the feature of the Assignment as a video .mp4 file without including the gaze movement data. After the experiment, a video file of the Assignment was provided for an anonymous LoL player who judged and divided the game scenes. The game scene was classified by the top 1% of the ranked anonymous LoL players with more than 10 years of experience. In the Moving scene, the participant only moves their character in the game (Figure 4A).

Participants could move their characters by using the mouse right-click. In the Fighting scene, the participant freely fought with enemy team players by combining the mouse left click and keyboard q, w, e, and r keys (Figure 4B). Four different types of fighting scenes were included in the Fighting scene (Figure 4B-1, 2, 3, and 4). In the Object scene (Figure 4C), participants fought with six types of objects that were operated by a computer AI system (Tower, Nexus, Dragon, Inhibitor, Rift Herald, and Baron). Participants can obtain items and buffs that are important in the game by defeating the six types of objects. Participants could destroy the objects by using the mouse left click and keyboard q, w, e, r keys. The Watching scene included the action of watching another player play to check the overall flow of the match by using the keyboard’s left, right, up, and down keys or mouse right-click (Figure 4D). Finally, the ALL scene was defined as a game scene that was non-classified. The Assignment was finished when the participants won or lost.

After the Assignment was finished, two parameters were calculated to evaluate the performance level. The first is the Kill/Death/Assistant ratio (KDA) used to evaluate the performance level of each participant. KDA was calculated as following equation (1).

\[
\text{KDA} = \frac{\text{eliminate the enemy} + \text{assistant}}{\text{eliminated by enemy}}
\]

The second is “Total Damage to Champions” used to evaluate the Assignment performance. “Total Damage to Champions” represents the amount of direct damage to the opponent team characters.

2.5. Gaze movement acquisition

At the end of the Assignment, gaze distribution, Region of Interest (ROI), and fixation duration were calculated for each of the five scenes (Moving, Fighting, Object, Watching, and ALL scene). According to the manufacturer, it is recommended to only use data with a confidence level of 80% [13]. The confidence level was used as the accuracy of the gaze movement data. The confidence level was calculated by the accuracy of the pupil detected through the eye camera. A total of 7.18% of the gaze movement data (have lower accuracy than 80%) were excluded from the evaluation. In gaze distribution, the standard deviation of horizontal and vertical gaze was calculated respectively. The coordination of gaze position was normalized by the monitor size and represented as a number between 0 to 1. We set the five following ROIs: Chatting, Skill, KDA, Mini-map, and Game scene areas (Figure 5). Participants could view the chat in the Chatting area (Figure 5A). In the Skill area, participants could see the remaining time of skill, purchased items, virtual commodity, and level of skills (Figure 5B). The KDA area showed how many enemies a participant had taken down and helped other teammates (Figure 5C). In the Mini-map area, participants could see the entire flow of the game (Figure 5D). The Game scene area represents the main screen where the Assignment was performed (Figure 5E). The percentage of gaze position located in each ROI was calculated. Fixation was defined when the gaze position was fixed more than 100ms and the maximum pupil dispersion was less than 1.5 degrees.
Figure 4: Feature of the Assignment game scene. Each picture indicates the scene of the Assignment. A) Moving scene. The Moving scene includes the simple movement of the participant’s character. B) Fighting scene. B-1.2.3.4 indicates the sub-category of the Fighting scene. The Fighting scene includes the battle of the participant character. C) Object scene. The Object scene includes when a participant hits the objects. D) Watching scene. The Watching scene includes when the participants watch the other players play.

Figure 5: Each position of ROI. Each red box indicates the ROI of the game. A) Chatting area, B) Skill area, C) KDA area, D) Mini-map area, E) Game scene area.

2.6. Statistical analysis

All statistical analyses were performed by the RStudio version 4.3.1 (R Studio, Boston, MA, USA). After the experiment, a power analysis was conducted to estimate the number of participants was appropriate (G*Power version 3.1.9). Three parameters were used to estimate the power of the sample size. Horizontal gaze distribution in the Moving scene and the Watching scene, ROI percentage between high- and middle-skill in the Mini-map area, and fixation duration between high- and middle-skill were used for power analysis. The effect size was calculated according to Cohen’s method [15]. The specific results of the power analysis can be checked in Table 2.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>P value</th>
<th>F value</th>
<th>Cohen’s d</th>
<th>Actual power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A)</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>5.68</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B)</td>
<td>&gt; .001</td>
<td>73.23</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C)</td>
<td>.007</td>
<td>7.63</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to Levene’s test and Shapiro-Wilk test, all datasets did not follow the normality and homogeneity. Therefore, the Wilcoxon rank-sum test was performed to determine the difference in performance levels (KDA and “Total Damage to Champions) and experienced years between the groups (high- and middle-skilled players). Gaze movements (horizontal gaze distribution, vertical gaze distribution, ROI, and fixation duration) were analyzed by two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with aligned rank transform (ART), non-parametric statistical methods [16], for two skill levels (high-skilled, middle-skilled) and five scenes (Moving, Fighting, Object, Watching, ALL scenes). When a main effect was observed in scenes, a contrast test was performed for multiple comparisons. When a significant interaction between skill level and scenes was observed, the contrast test was performed as the post-hoc test. P values were adjusted by using the Holm-Bonferroni correction method. Partial \( \eta^2 \) indicated effect size for the ANOVA. All levels of statistical significance were set at \( p < .05 \).

3. Results

3.1. Scene classification result

There was no significant difference between high- and middle-skilled players in Assignment playtime (high-skilled: 1790 sec. ± 328 sec., middle-skilled: 1479.4 sec. ± 626 sec.; Wilcoxon rank-sum test, \( W = 17, p = .42 \). A total of 1214 scenes were classified from all participant’s game scenes (Moving: 358, Fighting: 419, Object: 265, Watching: 172). There was no significant main effect observed in skill level (\( F = 0.08, p > .77 \), Partial \( \eta^2 = .008 \). The main effect was detected in the scene (\( F = 3.54, p = .02 \), Partial \( \eta^2 = .31 \). According to the contrast test, the Watching scene had a smaller number than the Fighting scene (\( p = .03 \). However, there was no significant difference in other scene compare results (Moving-Fighting: \( p = .97 \), Moving-
Object: $p = .22$; Moving-Watching: $p = .09$; Object-Fighting: $p = .10$; Watching-Object: $p = .96$). There was no interaction effect detected between skill level and scene ($F = 0.49, p = .73, \eta^2 = .01$).

### 3.2. Performance level

The high-skilled players had a longer LoL experience than the middle-skilled players (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, $W = 53.5, p = .02$). Figure 6 indicates the performance level of each group. The high-skilled players had a significantly higher KDA than the middle-skilled players (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, $W = 52, p = .04$). Moreover, the high-skilled players had better “Total Damage to Champions” scores on average (high-skilled players: $21567 \pm 5328.6$, middle-skilled players: $14338.8 \pm 14320.2$, respectively). However, there was no significant difference in “Total Damage to Champions” scores between the high- and middle-skilled players ($W = 48, p = .10$).

![Figure 6: Performance level of high- and middle-skilled players. A: KDA of high- and middle-skilled players. The bars indicate the average of KDA. The whiskers represent the standard deviation of the bar plots. B: average “Total Damage to Champions” of high- and middle-skilled players. The box plots indicate the average of the “Total Damage to Champions”. Whisker shows the standard deviation of the box plot. A significant level was $p < .05$.](image)

### 3.3. Gaze distribution

Figure 7 shows the statistical analysis results in gaze distribution. In horizontal gaze distributions, significant main effects in skill level and scene were observed (skill level: $F = 5.68, p = .01$, partial $\eta^2 = .07$, scene: $F = 8.56, p < .001$, Partial $\eta^2 = .32$). Contrast test found that Moving scene had wide gaze distribution than Fighting scene and Object scene (both $p < .001$). The Fighting scene had a narrower gaze distribution than the Watching scene and ALL scene ($p = .002$ and $p = .01$, respectively). Finally, the Object scene had a narrower gaze distribution than the Watching scene and ALL scene ($p = .005$ and $p = .02$, respectively). There was no significant interaction effect detected ($F = 0.27, p = .89$, Partial $\eta^2 = .01$). In vertical gaze distribution, there were no significant main effects and interaction (skill level, $F = 0.97, p = .32$, partial $\eta^2 = .01$; scene, $F = 2.26, p = .07$, partial $\eta^2 = .11$; interaction, $F = 0.11, p = .97$, Partial $\eta^2 = .007$).

![Figure 7: Horizontal and vertical gaze distribution. A, C: Difference between high- and middle-skilled players in horizontal and vertical gaze distribution. The box plot indicates the average of high- and middle-skilled players. Whisker shows the standard deviation of the average. B, D: Difference of horizontal and vertical gaze distribution in each scene. The dots indicate the average of each data. Whiskers show the standard deviation of each data. A significant level was $p < .05$, **$p < .01$, and ***$p < .001$.](image)

### 3.4. ROIs

Figure 8 represents the percentage of gaze movement in each ROI. Two-way ANOVA with ART revealed no significant main effects (skill level: $F = 0.20, p = .65$, Partial $\eta^2 = .006$; scene: $F = 1.94, p = .11$, Partial $\eta^2 = .08$) and interaction ($F = 0.29, p = .88$, Partial $\eta^2 = .03$) in the Chatting area. In the Skill area, no significant main effect (skill level: $F = 0.11, p = .73$, Partial $\eta^2 = .03$; scene: $F = 0.18, p = .94$, Partial $\eta^2 = .01$) and interaction ($F = 0.17, p = .95$, Partial $\eta^2 = .004$) was detected. In the KDA area, no significant main effect (skill level: $F = 0.06, p = .79$, Partial $\eta^2 = .001$; scene: $F = 0.30, p = .87$, Partial $\eta^2 = .04$) and interaction ($F = 0.20, p = .93$, Partial $\eta^2 = .04$) was observed. In the Mini-map area, the main effect was detected between high- and middle-skilled players ($F = 23.23, p < .001$, Partial $\eta^2 = .23$), but not in scene ($F = 0.40, p = .80$, Partial $\eta^2 = .01$). No interaction was detected in Mini-map area ($F = 1.11, p = .35$, Partial $\eta^2 = .02$). There was no main effect (skill level: $F = 0.44, p = .50$, Partial $\eta^2 = .01$; scene: $F = 0.33, p = .85$, Partial $\eta^2 = .003$) and interaction ($F = 0.29, p = .87$, Partial $\eta^2 = .004$) in the Game scene area.
3.5. Fixation duration

Figure 9 represents the duration of gaze fixation in each scene. Two-way ANOVA with ART found that the main effect between high- and middle-skilled players ($F = 7.63, p = .007, \text{Partial } \eta^2 = .04$). There was no main effect of the scene ($F = 0.44, p = .77, \text{Partial } \eta^2 = .002$) and interaction ($F = 0.06, p = .99, \text{Partial } \eta^2 = .002$).

4. Discussion

In the current study, we investigated the differences between high- and middle-skilled players’ gaze movements depending on the situation. The Assignment of the current study (solo-rank game) had participants fight against opponent players in a motivated situation (affecting the participant’s official ranking). Moreover, participants fought against the human opponent players. The motivated situation and human opponent players allow the experiment to reveal the source of the high performance of LoL players in actual game situations. In terms of performance level (KDA and Total Damage to Champions), the high-skilled players had significantly higher performance levels (KDA) than the middle-skilled players (Figure 6A). Moreover, the high-skilled players had more experienced years than the middle-skilled players. This result indicates that each group (high- and middle-skilled players) was clearly divided, and high-skilled players had higher performance levels than middle-skilled players. However, there was no significant difference observed in Total Damage to Champions between the groups. Total Damage to Champions is affected by not only the individual performance but also the items and positions that participants used. For example, if participants select the item and position to help the teammate rather than directly fight with enemy players, Total Damage to Champions is naturally decreased.

According to the scene classification result (Result 3.1.), there was no significant difference in the number of each scene between high- and middle-skilled players. In addition, the number of the Fighting scene was greater than the Watching scene. Thus, analyzing the characteristics of the gaze movement as a whole game without categorizing the situation is likely to bias the overall results due to factors related to the specific situations.

According to the results about horizontal and vertical gaze distribution, the high-skilled players had a horizontally wider gaze distribution than the middle-skilled players (Figure 7A). It is well known that dividing the gaze movement into horizontal and vertical directions was common practice in esports studies [4,8,10]. Moreover, previous research points out that gaze distribution and performance level in esports have significant correlations [1,7]. Thus, analyzing the gaze movement of esports players by dividing the gaze distribution helps to understand the superior gaze control ability of LoL players. Since the monitor is a long object in the horizontal direction, no significant difference between high- and middle-skilled players was caused by the physically short length in the vertical direction. Moreover, the high-skilled players had a shorter fixation duration than the middle-skilled players (Figure 9A). These results are consistent with previous studies that have shown that skilled LoL and real-time strategy (RTS) game players had wider gaze distributions and shorter fixation times [4,10].

Horizontally wide gaze distributions might be caused by the superior visual processing skills of high-skilled LoL players. Generally, the wide gaze distribution is beneficial for collecting information
from a wide area in cognitive tasks and esports [4,10,17,18]. Since the user interface and information in LoL are widely spread on the monitor, it is essential to check the entire screen for the information that LoL players need. Obtaining information not only from a wide area but also quickly is important for achieving high visual processing skills. For example, short fixation time with high task accuracy in cognitive tasks represents high visual processing skills [19]. In fixation duration, high-skilled LoL players had a shorter fixation duration than middle-skilled LoL players regardless of the game scene. This indicates that getting information quickly, regardless of the game situation, might be a superior characteristic of high-skilled LoL players. To sum up, short fixation time and horizontally wide gaze distribution indicate that high-skilled LoL players had superior visual processing skills than middle-skilled players.

Surprisingly, horizontal gaze distribution changed significantly depending on the game situation regardless of the skill level (Figure 7B; H-2). However, there was no significant difference between high- and middle-skilled LoL player’s gaze movements in specific scenes (H-1). The results related to H-1 show that LoL players should be able to control their gaze movements for specific situations, regardless of their skill level. The Moving scene had a wider horizontal gaze distribution than the Fighting and Object scene. Participants must move their characters after understanding the overall flow to win the game. To process the visual stimulation, it is necessary to visually check the target first [20]. Thus, it is beneficial for winning the game to distribute the gaze movement and gathers a broader range of information than in the Fighting and Object scene through the wide gaze movement. Fighting scenes and Object scenes have a narrower distribution of gaze than Watching and ALL scenes since more information is concentrated in the center of the monitor. Furthermore, the gaze control ability observed throughout the game (ALL scene) is not the same as that in the Fighting scene. Previous research suggests training to widen the gaze distribution simply since skilled esports players have a wider gaze distribution during games [4]. However, according to the result of the current study, it is necessary to conduct situation-based gaze control training in LoL players regardless of their skill level.

In the ROI percentage of gaze position, high-skilled players had a higher ROI percentage in the Mini-map area than middle-skilled players for two reasons (Figure 8G). First, the game interface is designed to share the information in the Mini-map area. For example, participants were able to give feedback on dangers (e.g., enemy is coming) with icons in the Mini-map area. Second, the overall flow of the Assignment was represented in the Mini-map area. Understanding the overall flow of the game and cooperating with teammates are key factors to winning. According to previous research about RTS game players, high-skilled RTS game players frequently check the overall flow of the games than low-skilled players [4]. RTS game and LoL had similar user interfaces (e.g., the mini-map was represented in the right corner of the monitor). Thus, focusing the gaze position on the information about feedback and the overall flow might be important factors in achieving the high performance of the high-skilled players in LoL.

However, there was no significant difference in the ROI percentage of Skill and KDA area between high- and middle-skilled LoL players (Figure 8C and E). There is a possibility that both high- and middle-skilled players had superior visuo-spatial ability. The visuospatial ability is the capacity to memorize and understand visual-spatial objects correctly [21]. Both information in the Skill area and KDA area were related to the visual and spatial elements. In the Skill area, participants could check the left time of the skills. In the KDA area, participants could see the information about time and KDA. Previous research points out that long-term esports training can improve visuospatial ability [22]. In the current research, all participants had enough LoL experience (experienced years; high-skilled: 9.2 years, middle-skilled: 4.3 years). Thus, it might be able to estimate the information without seeing the Skill and KDA area with high visuospatial ability. Thus, each participant had enough experience to guess what was being displayed without looking directly at the information on the Skill and KDA area.

In the Chatting area, there was no significant difference between high- and middle-skilled players detected in ROI percentage. The reason is as follows: Both high- and middle-skilled players did not prefer to use the Chatting area because typing the chatting takes a long time to communicate with other players. It is important to reduce wasting time to react fast during the game. Therefore, there is a possibility that participants spent less time communicating with other players by using the feedback icons rather than typing a chatting.

The Game scene area is the main area where the game is played. Therefore, the Game scene area had a high importance in both high- and middle-skilled players. High importance might be effect to no significant difference in the Game scene area was observed between high- and middle-skilled players.

5. Limitation

In the current study, we only experimented with eight high-skilled and eight middle-skilled LoL players (small sample size). Thus, some parameters have low power which is related to sample size (see Table 2). It is important to be cautious about applying the obtained results to all LoL players. In future research, conducting the experiment with a large sample size is necessary. To induce the actual solo-rank gameplay situations, we did not strictly control the trial of each scene. Thus, there is a possibility that some scenes might have more or fewer gaze points and affect the gaze movement-related data. Moreover, we did not strictly control the head movement. Therefore, we cannot exclude the possibility that head movement affected the gaze movement data.

6. Conclusion

The current study analyzed the gaze control ability of esports players in various and motivated situations. High-skilled LoL players were advantageous to collect
the information from a wide area through a wider gaze distribution and a shorter gaze fixation time than middle-skilled players regardless of the game situation. Since overall flow and communication information had an essential role in achieving high performance, high-skilled players saw the area displaying overall flow and communication information than middle-skilled players. Surprisingly, the gaze control abilities showed significant differences between full games and specific situations, regardless of skill level. Specifically, gaze distribution was wider in game situations, which require focusing on multiple pieces of information simultaneously, than in other situations. Therefore, esports research should investigate the gaze control ability of esports players in separate game situations might shed light on the development of the training method in esports.
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